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HISTORY OF BTCP 

 

“What do pastors need to know, and what do they need to know how to do?” Dr. 
Dennis Mock asked himself these questions on the plane home from Mombasa, Kenya in 
1988. He had just finished leading a conference for 93 pastors, none of whom had any 
formal training. How could these pastors be equipped for the work to which God had 
called them given the distance and expense of seminary training? 

From the burden that developed during his time in Kenya, Dennis spent 16 months 
writing a comprehensive curriculum of Bible knowledge, ministry skills and character 
development. Ten separate course manuals alongside the NIV Study Bible are taught in a 
relational, discipleship setting by a qualified teacher. 

Dennis returned to Kenya in 1990 to teach the course to 20 pastors. His plan was to 
teach 20 African pastors a year. The ministry of BTCP rapidly spread through other 
partners. The Lord has expanded the ministry through enthusiastic partners to more than 
15,000 students in 80 countries and 60 languages around the world. 

 

HISTORY OF CROSSING CULTURES INTERNATIONAL 

While planting churches in the southern Philippines (1986-1999) with 
CrossWorld, David (MDiv, Liberty Theological Seminary, BS Cross Cultural Church 
Planting and Math, Liberty University) and Mindy Nelson (BS Elementary Education, 
Liberty University) were convinced of local church based training as the means to 
healthy, growing churches. Later, with the Bible Training Centre for Pastors (1999-2005), 
David served as the Asian Coordinator, equipping and mentoring national pastors 
throughout Asia and the South Pacific. As the Bible Training Centre for Pastors refined 
their strategy to only resource US ministries, with the blessing and encouragement of 
BTCP and their local church, The Crossing Church, God directed David and Mindy to 
start Crossing Cultures International (October 2005). Crossing Cultures International is a 
501 (c)3 non-profit organization. The vision of CCI is to impact Asia and the South Pacific 
with the gospel by equipping national pastors and leaders. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The goal of Bible Training Centre for Pastors (BTCP) and Crossing Cultures 
International (CCI) is to produce pastors and leaders who will be used by God to 
contribute to the spiritual growth of the local church and thus bring glory to our Lord 
Jesus Christ.  

 
We at Crossing Cultures International are grateful for your work produced by 

faith, your labor prompted by love, and your endurance inspired by hope in our Lord 
Jesus Christ. We also praise God for your partnership in training pastors and church 
leaders in order to equip the saints for the work of ministry. Training men in the ministry 
of the Word of God is a unique task and privilege. We are delighted to serve with you in 
building up the body of Christ. 

 

The purpose of this Teacher Training Workshop is: to instill in the participants a 
biblical philosophy of leadership development and to equip them to use the BTCP 
curriculum. 

 
Our desire is that those who teach BTCP will “bear fruit that will last” and 

impact their communities for Christ. 
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BTCP Teacher Training Workshop 

I. Introduction- Why the need for leadership training? 

The purpose of this section is to communicate the  _______________  
 ____________ for training pastors/leaders. 

A. According to the US Center for World Missions there are currently over  
 _______   _____________ untrained pastors in the world. 

B.  _____________   _______________   are not meeting the need 
for pastors and church leaders. More churches are being planted than 
traditional Seminaries are producing leaders. 

C. Traditional Seminaries and Bible Schools offer programs that have 
many strengths, such as: 

1.  ______________________  

2.  ______________________  

3.  ______________________  

4.  ______________________  

However, many cannot avail of traditional Seminary training, for the 
following reasons: 

1.  ______________________  

2.  ______________________  

While every country needs theologians, the greatest need for the local church 
today is qualified pastors and church leaders.  
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While this diagram reflects the common perspective among educated leaders, the 
reality is that the triangle flipped upside down is what Christ desires. Those who have 
more training have more responsibility to be the greatest servant. 

D. How BTCP is used around the world 

1.  ___________________________  

2.  ___________________________  

3.  ___________________________  

Seminary  
FORMAL 

TRAINING 

 
Greatest Need Today: 

Training of Pastors and 
Church Leaders 

NON FORMAL TRAINING 
 

 
 

Seminars and Conferences 
INFORMAL TRAINING 
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4.  ___________________________  

E.  ___________________________  

1.  ______________________  have not viewed themselves as 
trainers of God’s people, but many times have adopted a vocational, 
business style of ministry.  

2. We have transferred personal responsibility to  _______________  
. Instead of following Christ’s and Paul’s example of personally 
passing down the good deposit to the next generation, we 
subconsciously view institutions as the guardian of truth and sound 
doctrine. 

3. Many believe that the ONLY way to be effectively trained is by 
attending a formal institution, passing tests and memorizing facts 
and information. Is this the ONLY way that God uses? Are we not 
limiting God in what He can do? 

F. We believe that the Local Church is the best environment in which to train 
and equip leaders and that we are personally responsible to guard sound 
doctrine and to train up godly leaders according to 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1.  

Local Church Based ministry training has many strengths: 

1.  ______________________  

2.  ______________________  

3.  ______________________  

4.  ______________________  

5.  ______________________  

6.  ______________________  

7.  ______________________  

8.  ______________________  
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II. The Biblical Pattern for  ___________ and ___________________  
Leaders 

The purpose of this section of the workshop is to give God’s 
perspective on  __ and  ___________________ Christ-like 
leaders. 

The Old and New Testaments reveal a non-formal, life-on-life pattern 
for ministry training and multiplication.  

A. The relationship between  ________and  ___________ 

1. Exodus 17:8-16: Moses entrusts Joshua with great responsibility 
and is there to support him as he undertakes it. Lesson learned: 
team work and prayer, the victory belongs to God. He fights 
our battles for us. 

The staff Moses held up revealed his weakness, i.e. that he could not 
do it by himself and that he needed Aaron and Hur to stand with 
him. The ministry is like Moses’ staff. We need other godly men to 
help us carry the load. No one person has all the gifts and abilities. 
Many times we cannot see our personal weaknesses until we work 
with others. 

2. Exodus 18:13-27: Moses learned from Jethro the importance of 
equipping leaders. Jethro exhorts Moses to select men who fear God 
and who hate dishonest gain. The men Moses would look for were 
men who had a close relationship with the Lord (their vertical 
relationship) and were faithful with resources and would not be 
influenced by their status or wealth (their horizontal relationships). 
These qualifications are just as important today. Note also the 
statement, “and they stood around” in 18:13. As long as we do all the 
work, people will stand around us and tell us how good we are doing. 

3. Exodus 24:12-14 (See Ex. 32:17; 33:11; Numbers 11:28; 
27:22; Deut. 1:38; Josh. 1:1; Acts 7:45) Moses takes Joshua 
along with him as he does leads Israel. Lessons learned: life on 
life ministry, worship, discernment, presence. Moses’ 
presence with Joshua and going along together sufficiently 
prepared Joshua to lead Israel. 

4. Deuteronomy 31:7-8, 14, and 23: Moses gives final instruction to 
Joshua; the Lord transfers leadership to him. Lesson learned: God 
raises up leadership as we train. 

5. Deuteronomy 34:9: Moses dies, and Joshua takes “the lead.” 
Joshua 1:5: The Lord promises to be with Joshua as he was with 
Moses. 
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6. Note: Joshua failed to provide leadership for the next generation; 
thus, Israel “did what was right in their own eyes” for the next several 
generations. Joshua did not follow his mentor’s example. 

B. The relationship of  _____________and  ___________ 

1. 1 Kings 19:1-18 (especially vv. 4, 10, 14). After Elijah’s victory at Mt. 
Carmel, Queen Jezebel threatened to take his life. Elijah fled into the 
wilderness and prayed to die, thinking that he was “the only one left” 
who was faithful to the Lord. Elijah experienced discouragement 
possibly because he did serve alone. The Lord sent him to anoint 
Elisha.  

2. 1 Kings 19:19-21 (cf. 2 Kings 3:11). Elisha served Elijah (“poured 
water on the hands of Elijah”) for up to 10 years according to 
commentators. Elisha followed Elijah and learned how to serve as a 
prophet. The time together prepared Elisha for his prophetic 
ministry. 

3. 2 Kings 2:3, 5, 15; 4:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1. Elijah organized 
groups of prophets, which later Elisha led (cf. 6:1f). “Sons of” literally 
means disciples of or followers of Elisha and Elijah. These groups of 
prophets lived in Bethel, Jericho and Gilgal. 

4. 2 Kings 2:13-15. Leadership passed from Elijah to Elisha and God’s 
people recognized this. 

C. The relationship of  _____________to his  ______________  

Four Stages of Equipping: 

1.  ____________   _____  ________ .  Jesus did not 
demand anything from them, except to observe His life and ministry. 
Four months passed as Jesus built His relationship with them. John 
1:35-39; 2:12 (“they stayed there for a few days”); 3:22 (“he 
spent some time with them”). 

Curious Converts 

2.  _____________   ______  _________   ________ . 
During these ten months, Jesus trained His disciples in four areas: 
prayer, the Word, fellowship and witnessing. Mark 1:14-20; Matt. 
4:18-22; Luke 5:2-11. 

Committed Disciples 

3.  __________   _______   _____   ______   ______ . 
During these twenty months, Jesus equipped His disciples for 
ministry with the skills for multiplication later. Jesus invested His 
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life in them. Matt. 9:37-38. Mark 3:13-19; Luke 9:1-6. Jesus 
chose them for two reasons: (1) that they might be with him (being) 
and (2) that he might send them out (doing). 

Competent Leaders 

4.  __________   ___   ___________ .  Jesus would no 
longer be with His disciples; He was leaving and therefore, wanted 
them to have the character to lead others. His desire was that they 
would bear fruit that would last. Jesus commissioned His disciples to 
carry on the work and promises them of the coming Holy Spirit who 
would empower them to take the good news to the ends of the earth, 
plant churches and train leaders. The Lord Jesus entrusted His 
whole plan and ministry into the hands of 11 ordinary men who later 
turned the whole world upside down. John 15:7-8, 16. Matt. 
28:18-20; Mark 16:15; Luke 24:45-49; John 20:21; Acts 1:8. 

Christlike Reproducers 

D. The relationship of  _____________and  ___________to the 
Antioch church- Acts 9:26-30; 11:19-26; 13:1-4. 

1. Barnabas introduced Saul to the apostles (9:26-30). 

2. Barnabas equipped Saul for ministry in the church at Antioch. At a 
time when few trusted Saul, Barnabas saw the potential in him and 
knew that by training him, Saul would be equipped for future 
ministry (11:25). 

3. Barnabas and Paul (Saul) invested their lives in the church in 
Antioch by teaching the Word of God for one whole year (11:25-26). 

4. As a result of their teaching, the believers grew in their relationship 
with Christ and grew in their love for other believers by learning 
generosity (11:29-30). 

5. Through their training ministry, other leaders were also equipped in 
the church at Antioch (13:1). After one year, there were many 
“prophets and teachers” in the Antioch Church. Barnabas 
and Saul reproduced themselves in the lives of others 

6. When God saw that the ministry of Paul and Barnabas in Antioch 
was complete, God saw fit to send them on their first missionary 
journey (13:1-3). Acts 14:21-23 indicates that they fulfilled the Great 
Commission by  

 (v. 21) Preaching the gospel (Evangelism) 

 (v.22) Strengthening the  disciples (Discipleship) 

 (v. 23) Appointing Elders (Results of Leadership training)  
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The task wasn’t completed until converts were cared for by a 
trained pastor. 

E. The relationship of  _____________to  _____________and  
 ___________________________  

1. Acts 16:1-10: Paul chose Timothy and modeled ministry before him. 
(See also 14:21-23)  

2. Acts 17:1-12: Timothy observed Paul’s life and manner of ministry. 

3. Acts 17:14-15; 18:5; 19:22- Paul sent Timothy to Macedonia to 
establish the leaders in the church. 

4. 2 Timothy 1:3-12; 2:1-7; *3:10-17* - One of Paul’s most personal 
letters. In chapter 3, we see the impact Paul made personally on 
Timothy. The example of Paul’s training teaches the importance of 
relational ministry training. 

5. Titus 1:5- Paul left Titus in Crete to “straighten out what was left 
unfinished and appoint elders in every town” (church). Paul saw the 
necessity of leaving trained and equipped leaders in every church he 
planted. He did this through training other men whom he sent to 
finish the work. 

F. Summary: From Moses and Joshua, to Elijah and Elisha, to the Lord 
Jesus and the 12, to Paul and Timothy, to Priscilla and Aquila, and finally to 
Apollos, the pattern is clear. God’s method of equipping and multiplying 
leaders is to use His Word, modeled and transferred from life to life, in the 
context of a close relationship. 

Discussion: 

How can you apply this to your life and ministry? Do you have a Timothy or Titus in your 
life you can invest in? 
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III. BTCP Orientation 

The purpose of this section is to give the workshop participants a 
clear understanding of the BTCP  _________ to equipping 
pastors/leaders. 

A. Four Motivational Passages for BTCP 

1. The  _____________ of the BTCP concept and 
curriculum 

All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 
correcting, and training in righteousness, so that the man of God 
may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.  2 Timothy 
3:16, 17 

 This passage is one of the most important biblical references 
and communicates the fact that the Bible is given to us by 
God as His inspired, perfect revelation of Himself and of His 
plan for mankind. It teaches us: 

a. According to this passage, one significant purpose of the 
Word of God is that it is to be used to train and equip godly 
men for His service. 

b. While some stress the importance of what certain theologians 
or commentaries say about a certain passage, we believe 
that the training should center on the Scriptures. If 
the people we train know what other books say, but do not 
know how to understand, interpret and apply the Scriptures, 
then we have failed in equipping them for ministry. 

c. The underlying principle for using BTCP is the sufficiency of 
God’s Word to properly train pastors and church 
leaders for the work to which God has called them. 

2. The  _____________ for our ministry 

Then the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain where 
Jesus had told them to go. When they saw him, they worshiped him; 
but some doubted. Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority 
in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and 
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to 
obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you 
always, to the very end of the age.” Matthew 28:16–20 

 The Lord Jesus has spoken with clarity and authority concerning 
making disciples.  
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 A significant part of the “Great Commission” is teaching believers 
to obey His word. 

 Historically, mission works have focused on evangelism and 
seeing churches planted. The teaching ministry is a much 
neglected component of the “Great Commission” and our church 
planting work is not complete until there are competent 
leaders in the church.  

 We seek to address this need by equipping pastors and church 
leaders to effectively use the scripture in their teaching ministry. 

3. The  ___________ and  __________   ___________ of 
our ministry. 

It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, and 
some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to 
prepare God’s people for works of service, so that the body of Christ 
may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the 
knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the 
whole measure of the fullness of Christ. Then we will no longer be 
infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and 
there by every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness 
of men in their deceitful scheming. Instead, speaking the truth in 
love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, 
Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held together by every 
supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part 
does its work.  

Ephesians 4:11-16 

 God chooses and gifts men spiritually who are to instruct 
believers to use their gifts and abilities in the body of Christ. 

 Those who instruct God’s people must be competent to do so; 
therefore, they must be trained. 

Two results of pastors training ministers in the church: 

a. Doctrinal unity which provides stability and protection. 

b. Christ likeness demonstrated by speaking the truth in love 
and the whole body working together, doing its part. 

1. The  _____________ for our ministry 

You then, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus. And 
the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses 
entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others. 2 
Timothy 2:1-2 

 Vs. 1. Spiritual leaders are to live lives that reflect and are 
empowered by the grace of Christ.  
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Glory 
 
For  
 
God 
 
1 Cor. 10 
2 Cor. 3-4 

Emphasis on Leaders to 
strengthen the church  
(Jesus & the Disciples) 

The Church 
Impacts the 
Community, 
Country, 
Ethnic groups, 
etc. 
 

The Whole 
World 

“Make Disciples by 
going, baptizing, & 
teaching them to 
obey everything I 

commanded” 
Matt. 28: 18-20 

 Vs. 2. Spiritual leaders are to invest in the lives of those they 
teach. 

 The Lord expects those who are trained to produce 
other trained leaders who are competent to teach the 
Word of God. In Colossians 1:27, Paul’s desire was to present 
the church “perfect in Christ.” Our goal should not be just to win 
people to Christ, but to disciple and train them to be all that God 
wants them to be.  

B. BTCP Overview 

1. BTCP’s  _______________ (Program Summary Manual [PSM] 
p. 11): to provide trans-denominational basic Bible training for 
national pastors and church leaders that will adequately and 
effectively equip them with the necessary knowledge and practical 
skills for the work of local church ministry. All over the world, 
pastors, missionaries and church planters from a wide variety of 
denominational backgrounds use BTCP. In training people for 
ministry, our target areas in the life of the trainee include: 

a. Bible knowledge through learning how to find the main truth 
of God’s Word 

b. Effective ministry skills 

c. Personal character, integrity and spiritual growth 

2. BTCP’s  _______________ (PSM, p. 11): to impact the local 
church in terms of spiritual growth, by equipping and training 
pastors and church leaders. Our desire is to impact the local church.  

 

3. BTCP’s  _______________ (PSM, p. 11): include educating in 
basic Bible knowledge and ministry skills, proper use of the Word of 
God in ministry, personal spiritual growth, encouraging 
reproduction, and personally challenging students to obey God’s 
Word.  
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4. BTCP’s  _______________ of Ministry Training 
(Theological Education) (PSM, p. 12): BTCP is a practical, non-
academic approach to transferring basic Bible knowledge and 
ministry skills in  a relational, life-on-life setting. Note: BTCP can be 
used in a formal institution (Bible School) where other classes are 
taught only if prior written permission is given. The person in charge 
is requested to write a proposal and send it to us for approval. Once 
approved, the Bible School will be notified.  

C. BTCP’s Concept and Curriculum 

1. The  _________________  

a. The training is  ____________   __________ . It 
does not center on what Theologians and commentaries say. 
Although these are good, our goal is to see our disciples 
become skilled in the use of the Scriptures. 

b. The  __________   is for training and not degrees or 
academic credentials. The need for training church leadership 
cannot be met through traditional formal institutions. 

c. A  ___________   __________  is essential to the 
process of leading students through the learning process. 

d.  ____________   __________   _________  
are selected for BTCP training. Their desire for life change and 
ministry effectiveness becomes the motivating factors for 
study, not academic credentials. See page 16 in the Program 
Summary Manual. 

e.  ______________  church-based or community-based 
training allows the pastor and church leaders to remain in his 
local ministry context and family so that his training can be 
integrated and assimilated on an ongoing basis. 

f.  ______________  is also important. Truths learned in 
BTCP can be immediately transferred to the student’s church. 
The manuals serve as a life-time resource. The equipping 
received will be communicated to the pastor’s church 
informally over time as he teaches. We also expect that 25% of 
those who successfully complete BTCP will be qualified to 
become teachers for future BTCP training classes. 

FOUR INGREDIENTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE TRAINING ENVIRONMENT: 
 
1) The qualified teacher (PSM, p. 21) 
2) The qualified student (PSM, p. 16) 
3) The Study Bible (PSM, p. 13) 
4) The BTCP Manual 
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Like a chair with four legs, the training cannot stand without all four 
valuable components. 

2. The  _________________  

a.  The Bible is the “textbook” for study. For English 
classes, the reasons for choosing the NIV Study Bible should 
be covered (PSM, p 13). Also, time should be given to instruct 
teachers on the features and use of the Study Bible. In the 
Appendix in each of the BTCP manuals, there are instructions 
on how to use the NIV Study Bible that may be covered during 
the first class. 

b. The primary teaching resource is the manual as a study 
guide to the Scriptures. 

c.  The learning process is directed by a qualified teacher 
who shares his life experience with Christ. 

d.  The curriculum is 

  ______________  - As part of the learning process, 
the concepts and principles in the curriculum are related to 
each other and to life experience. 

  ______________  - The curriculum is intended to 
provide the “irreducible minimum” in knowledge and skills 
that a pastor needs for effective ministry. 

  ______________  - Rather than simply being a 
collection of facts and information, the curriculum is 
designed to communicate the principles that the pastor or 
church leader needs to understand for his ministry and it 
becomes an ongoing resource for future ministry. 

e. The individual BTCP and BTCL tracts are described in detail 
on pages 14 -16 of the Program Summary Manual.  

1. Divorced men can also be trained in the BTCL tract but 
not allowed to be trained in BTCP tract. BTCP 
interprets the qualifications for being an elder as being 
married once, unless the former spouse(s) has (have) 
died. For more information, see page 23 in the TTW 
(Teacher Training Workshop) Appendix for an 
explanation of BTCP's policy. 

2. Women can be trained in the BTCL tract but cannot be 
trained in the BTCP tract. Pastors, church planters, 
missionaries, and elders can be trained in the BTCP 
tract. This is not meant to put down women. BTCP 
believes that men and women are equal in creation and 
in Christ in terms of make-up and heritage but differing 
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in roles just as God Himself is three equal persons, but 
differing in roles. For more information, see page 24 in 
the TTW Appendix for an explanation of BTCP's policy. 

D. Preparing to Teach (pp. 21-30) 

1.  _____________   __________ (PSM, pp. 21 - 22): Teachers 
must be qualified as outlined in the Program Summary Manual.  

2.   _____________   __________ (pp. 23-24): The Program 
Summary Manual instructs the teacher on class preparation and 
teaching hints. Also, the BTCP Teaching Approach is outlined in the 
introductory information in each manual. It is the teacher’s 
responsibility to determine how to most effectively lead the students 
in the learning process for the subject matter of each class. The 
teacher must determine which Scripture references he will use to 
communicate the concepts and principles presented in the manuals. 
Time does not allow all Scriptures to be discussed in class. Teaching 
Suggestions follow the sample pages for each course in pages 31 – 151 
of the Program Summary Manual. Each course manual contains a 
course schedule to be completed by the teacher and teaching 
instructions for the course.  

3.  ________________ (pp. 25-28): Each manual requires a 
minimum number of class hours. Following these steps should help 
the participants understand how to design a teaching schedule for 
each manual.  

Step 1. Divide the number of pages by the number of hours required 
for the particular manual. 

For example: Course #1, Bible Study Methods, requires 35 in-class 
hours. Course manual #1 has 110 pages. Therefore, 110 pages divided 
by 35 hours = on average, approximately 3 pages that must be 
covered per hour. 

Another example: Course #2, Old Testament Survey requires 60 in-
class hours. Course manual #2 has 324 pages. Therefore, 324 pages 
divided by 60 hours = on average, approximately 5 1/2 pages that 
must be covered per class hour. 

Step 2. Determine the number of hours your class will meet per 
week. 

For example: “We will meet once a week for three hours.” Course #1, 
Bible Study Methods, would therefore take 12 weeks to complete. 
That is, 35 hours divided by 3 hours per week for a total of 12 weeks. 
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Another example: Course #2, Old Testament Survey, would take 20 
weeks to complete. That is, 60 hours divided by 3 hours per week for 
a total of 20 weeks. 

If the class meets more than once a week, adjust the formula 
accordingly.  

For example: “We will meet twice a week for a total of six hours per 
week.” Therefore, the schedule for course #1, which requires 35 in-
class hours would be calculated by dividing 35 hours by 6 hours per 
week to give a total of 6 weeks to complete course #1. 

For course #2, which requires 60 in-class hours the calculation 
would be: 60 hours required for the course divided by 6 hours per 
week for a total of 10 weeks to complete course #2. 

As stated in the individual manuals, the teacher makes adjustments 
for natural breaks in the material to be taught. 

The appendix to these guidelines contains sample class schedules. 

4.   ____________   _______   _____________   _______  
(p. 17):  

a. In a weekly class format (where the class meets once a week), 
students may do the assignments between class sessions. 
Teachers may also have the students to do some assignments 
during the class itself, especially in manuals 1 and 4. 

b. In a week long format (week seminar), we suggest including 
the assignments in the class schedule to ensure that students 
use the time for review of the day’s lessons, studying 
Scriptures that were not discussed in class, and completing 
assignments. It is better to adjust the class to more days (or 
more hours) allowing greater understanding than to rush 
through the lessons and they not understand the content. 

 

5.   ____________________  : The Curriculum communicates 
principles and concepts. It is the teacher’s responsibility to present 
the information in a manner that will allow the students to 
understand the concepts in their particular culture by using 
illustrations, examples, and analogies from that culture. 
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E. Starting a BTCP or BTCL Class (pp. 153-180) 

The Checklist for Start-up (pp. 153 - 157) outlines the steps for starting 
BTCP and BTCL classes. Also, Suggested Forms (pp. 159 - 180) are included 
which will help with the application and record keeping processes for BTCP 
and BTCL classes. The appendix to these guidelines contains a sample class 
roll. 

F. Other Policies: 

1. On page 9 of every manual, the requirements are outlined for every 
course. 
a. Attendance- at least 75% 
b. Reading schedule NIV Study Bible 
c. One page summary before last class 

2. Xeroxing of materials is not allowed. 
3. Each application (use) requires the signing of the Partnership 

Agreement. 
4. Student evaluation (see page 29) 

IV.  Sample Lessons from the BTCP Manuals 

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how to teach the BTCP 
course manuals. 

In a two-day workshop, sample lessons from manuals #1 and #2 are taught at the 
end of “Day 1.” The workshop leader should teach these sample lessons. During 
“Day 2,” we suggest that workshop participants teach sample lessons from 
manuals 3 through 10. 

Suggested sample lessons in addition to Course Syllabus and Outline 

Manual 1 -   Bible Study Methods pp. 33-39 or 39-41 
and Rules of Interpretation 

Manual 2 -   Old Testament Survey  pp. 139-144 

Manual 3 -   New Testament Survey pp. 41- 47 or 205-222 

Manual 4P -  Preaching Biblical Messages  pp. 27-31 
and Pastoral Ministry 

Manual 5 -   Bible Doctrine Survey pp. 104 -106 or 160-165 

Manual 6 -   Personal Spiritual Life pp. 62-65 

Manual 7 -   Church Ministry/Administration/ pp. 21-24 

Education 

Manual 8 -   Teaching Principles and Methods pp. 19-22 or 55-56 

Manual 9 -   Church History Survey pp. 155-160 

Manual 10 -  Missions/Evangelism/Discipleship pp. 62-64 or 252-254 
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Suggested Time Schedule for a BTCP Teacher Trainer Workshop 

The purpose of this section is to provide a suggested schedule for each 
of the sections of the workshop to ensure that the participants have 
the benefit of a thorough exposure to BTCP. 

Day 1 (9:00 AM – 5:00 PM) 

9:00  Prayer/Singing/Introduction of participants and their ministry/Thanks to 
host.  Introductory Remarks (I); Biblical Pattern for Equipping and 
Multiplying Leaders (II) 

10:00 BTCP Orientation (III) (Begin) 
10:30 Break 
10:50 BTCP Orientation (III) (Continued)  
12:15 Lunch  
1:30 BTCP Orientation (III) (Continued) 
3:00 Break 
3:15 Question and Answer 
3:35 Sample Lesson Manual #1 
4:10 Sample Lesson Manual #2 
4:45 Question and Answer 
5:00 End 

Day 1: Total Hours:  6 

Day 2 (9:00 AM – 5:00 PM) 

9:00 Prayer/Singing/Administrative Details  
9:15 Review of Day 1; Question and Answer 
10:00 Sample Lesson Manual #3 and feedback 
10:30 Break 
10:45 Sample Lesson Manual #4 and feedback 
11:15 Sample Lesson Manual #5 and feedback 
11:45 Sample Lesson Manual #6 and feedback 
12:15 Lunch 
1:30 Sample Lesson Manual #7 and feedback 
2:00 Sample Lesson Manual# 8 and feedback 
2:30 Sample Lesson Manual #9 and feedback 
3:00 Break 
3:15 Sample Lesson Manual #10 and feedback 
3:45 Partnership Agreement; Question and Answer 
4:30 Workshop Feedback 
4:50 Prayer/Singing 
5:00 End 

Day 2: Total Hours:  6  

Teacher Training Workshop: Total Hours: 12    
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VI. Evaluation and Concluding Remarks 

The purpose of this section is to allow workshop participants to give 
their evaluation of the Teacher Training Workshop and to give any 
summary remarks the leader deems appropriate. 

A. Evaluation & Commitment 

B. Conclusion using 2 Timothy 2:1-2, 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24, or another 
passage the leader chooses. 

VII.  Appendix 

The purpose of the Appendix is to provide additional documents. 

A. BTCP & Overview Summary Diagram 

B. Sample Schedules for Manuals 1, 2, 3, and 5 

C. Sample Class Registration Form 

D. Sample Roll 

E. Partnership Agreement, Teacher Application, Shipping and Billing Form 

 

Crossing Cultures International 

235 W. Brandon Blvd. #610, Brandon FL 33511 

 

“Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give 
yourselves fully to the work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in 

the Lord is not in vain.” 

1 Corinthians 15:58 
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APPENDIX 
BTCP OVERVIEW & PHILOSOPHY OF MINISTRY 

(“BTCP believes that the very best evangelist, pastor, church leader, or church planter for a  
particular group is someone from that group who has been called by God and is properly trained”) 
 
I. Goal of BTCP: -Impact local church through spiritual growth by equipping & 

training pastors/leaders (p. 11) 
 -Life change and transformation of church leaders impacts the local body of Christ 
 -Ultimate impact on the world results from spiritual growth of leaders and the body of 

Christ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

II. The “Acts” Model of the 

Church 
The Church 

Evangelism 

Church Planting 
(Establishing) 

Training 

Leaders in the 

church 
(Historically Weak 

& Problematic) 

Key components of 
Paul’s ministry 

 
1. Evangelize lost 

(Acts 14: 19-31; 
16:6-10) 

 

2. Gather believers 
(Acts 13:43; 
14:21-22) 

 

3. Teach WOG  
(Acts 11:25-26; 1 
Tim. 4:11-14) 

 

4. Appoint leaders 
(Acts 14:23; Titus 
1:5) 

 

5. Train leaders to 
shepherd flock (2 
Tim. 2:2; Pastoral 
Epistles) 

 
6. Itinerant travel to 

plant new 
churches (Acts & 
Epistles) 

Glory 
 

For  

 
God 

 
1 Cor. 10 

2 Cor. 3-4 

Emphasis on Leaders to 

strengthen the church  
(Jesus & the Disciples) 

The Church 
Impacts the 
Community, 
Country, 
Ethnic groups, 
etc. 
 

The Whole World 
“Make Disciples by 
going, baptizing, & 
teaching them to 
obey everything I 

commanded” 

Matt. 28: 18-20 

Ministry Skills Bible Knowledge, 
Doctrine, etc.  

III. Model for Leadership 
Development 

 
All three components necessary for 
effective leadership 

IV. BTCP 
 

…a solution for  
developing 
pastors/leaders 
 

*practical 

*non-formal 
*relational 
*interactive 

Pastors & Church 
Leaders 

BTCP 
 

Character 

Bible   Student Manual

s 

TEACHER 

The Bible and manuals will facilitate Bible 
Knowledge, accurate interpretation, etc. 

but….. 

the teacher is critical 
to “wed” knowledge, 

doctrine, etc. with 

character and ministry 
skills (2 Tim. 2:1-2). 
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Statement on the use of the BTCP or BTCL curriculum for 
training men who have been divorced 

 
We are aware that the issue of divorced men in the role of pastor is a difficult one. We 
realize that some within the body of Christ may have differing views on how divorce 
affects the eligibility of an individual for pastoring a church and/or serving as an elder. 
 
It is the official position of BTCP that we do not certify men to be pastors who have been 
divorced. We base this on the stated position of God in Malachi 2:16, on the Lord’s 
prohibition of divorce in the gospels, and the specific requirements for elders and 
deacons as given in 1 Tim. 3:2, 12 and Titus 1:6. 
 
While we do not intentionally train men who have been divorced in order that they may 
pastor, we do allow all men and women to attend the training as BTCL students.  The 
only difference between BTCP and BTCL is in the fourth course: In BTCP the course is 
“Preaching Biblical Messages and Pastoral Ministry” (4P). In BTCL, the fourth course is 
simply “Communicating Biblical Messages” (4L). The pastoral ministry portion is not 
included in the BTCL track. A man who has been divorced should not go through the 
entire BTCP curriculum with other men who are training to be pastors. He should 
instead attend a class that is designated as only for BTCL students. We take this 
approach in order to serve all those who desire to be trained, including divorced men, 
while stopping short of certifying with an official certificate that BTCP has trained them 
as a pastor.  
 
We want to emphasize that we do not believe the divorced man is unqualified for 
ministry in general but only seek to affirm the biblical requirements for the specific 
positions of elders and deacons. This is with the understanding that all pastors would 
also be considered to be acting in the role of elder. We want to enable all believers to be 
effectively equipped to undertake the ministry to which God is calling them and for 
which they are biblically qualified. 
 
In both the “Pastoral Ministry” component of course #4P and in “Bible Doctrine Survey” 
course #5 the issue of qualifications for church leaders and the relevant biblical passages 
are presented and the students are challenged to determine for themselves what the text 
communicates on the subject. 
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Statement on the use of the BTCP or BTCL curriculum for 
training women 

 
We at BTCP are aware of the controversial nature of issues regarding women who serve as 
pastors. We recognize that many women are serving or functioning in this capacity. This issue is 
one of the reasons that the Bible Training for Church Leaders (BTCL) track was developed. 
 
In accordance with the qualifications of elders given in I Timothy 3 and Titus 1, BTCP as an 
organization does not train women specifically to be pastors or elders, we do, however, provide 
training through BTCL classes, which allows both men and women to be adequately trained for 
ministry.  
 
Our position concerning women as pastors is in no way a statement which seeks to devalue 
women. Women are equal before the Lord in terms of salvation (Gal. 3:26-29), value (Gen 1:27; 
Matt. 19:4-6), and future inheritance (I Pet. 3:7). The difference presented in Scripture is one of 
role not of value (I Cor. 11:3; Titus 2:3-5). 
 
Women were vital in the ministry of the Lord Jesus (Matt. 28:8; Mark 15:41; Luke 1:42) and the 
apostle Paul (Acts 17:4; Rom. 16:12; Phil. 4:3). Scripture is clear that women are spiritually 
gifted and are to be a vital part of any New Testament church. Just as men should be trained in 
order to serve most effectively, so too should women be trained in order to be most effective in 
their ministry. 
 
The BTCL general curriculum was developed for those men and women who would not 
necessarily go on to be pastors and/or elders but would serve in other areas of ministry within 
the church. It includes 8 of the ten courses of the BTCP curriculum with the remaining two of 
those courses treated as electives. The only difference is in the fourth course: In BTCP the course 
is “Preaching Biblical Messages and Pastoral Ministry” (Course #4P). In BTCL, the fourth course 
is simply “Communicating Biblical Messages” (Course #4L). The pastoral ministry portion is not 
included in the BTCL track. We made this adaptation in order to serve all those who wish to be 
trained, including women, while stopping short of certifying with a certificate that BTCP has 
trained them to be pastors. Upon graduation women are given a BTCL certificate rather than a 
BTCP certificate. 
 
Our preference is that women be taught in a class that is designated as BTCL rather than BTCP. 
If this is not possible a woman may attend a BTCP class but would receive the BTCL certificate 
upon completion. Women also should not teach a BTCP class. We would be delighted for a 
qualified woman to teach a BTCL class, however, if all the students are women. 
 
We realize the significance of this issue and its potential to create a divisive situation. That is 
why we have sought to reach the best possible solution for providing training while stopping 
short of compromising what we understand the Scriptures to teach on this issue of qualifications 
for church leadership. The subject is also discussed in the BTCP/BTCL Doctrine Manual (#5) 
objectively from Scripture so that each student can determine what the text communicates on 
the subject. 
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Bible Training Centre for Pastors (BTCP) 
 

Sample Schedule for Manual #1 Bible Study Methods Class 
 

Name of Teacher 
Name of Church or Organization 

 
Length of Course (Start and End Date) 

Day and Time of Meeting (for example:  Wednesday, 7:00 – 10:00 PM) 
 
 

Class Date Topic Pages 

1 April 8, 1999 Overview, Introduction, Use of NIV Study Bible 1-20 

2 April 15, 1999 Purpose of God’s Word, Role of Holy Spirit in 

Study 

2 Tim. 3:16-17; Ezra 7:10 

21-28 

3  April 22, 1999 Definitions, Three Basic Steps, Step 1: 

Observation 

29-36 

4 April 29, 1999 Observation:  Words, Structure, Atmosphere, 

Literary Form 

37-46 

5 May 6, 1999 Step 2:  Interpretation:  General Rules 47-55 

6 May 13, 1999 Interpretation:  General Rules cont., and Special 

Rules 

56-63 

7 May 20, 1999 Interpretation:  Special Rules continued 64-71 

8 May 27, 1999 Interpretation:  Special Rules/ Application 72-80 

9 June 3, 1999 Step 3:  Application 

Other Methods:  Biographical Study 

81-88 

10 June 10, 1999 Biographical Study, Topical Study 89-96 

11 June 17, 1999 Theological Method 97-105 

12 June 24, 1999 Devotional Method and Review 106-111 

 
*As you see fit, breaks in the schedule are appropriate for holidays in your particular 
country. 
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Bible Training for Church Leadership (BTCL) 
Sample Schedule for Manual #2 Old Testament Survey Class 

 
Name of Teacher 

Name of Church or Organization 
 

Length of Course (Start and End Date) 
Day and Time of Meeting (for example: Wednesday, 7:00 – 10:00 PM) 

 
Class Date Topic Pages 

1 April 13, 2000 Course requirements/Overview/Introduction/ 
BSM Review 

9, 12-32 

2 April 20, 2000 Genesis 33-42 

3  April 27, 2000 Exodus 43-49 

4 May 4, 2000 Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy 50-68 

5 May 11, 2000 Introduction to Historical Books/Joshua 69-76 

6 May 18, 2000 Judges, Ruth, I Samuel 77-94 

7 May 25, 2000 II Samuel, I & II Kings 95-113 

8 June 1, 2000 1 & II Chronicles 114-128 

9 June 8, 2000 Introduction to Post Exilic Historical Books / 
Ezra/Nehemiah 

115-144 

10 June 15, 2000 Introduction to Poetic Books / Review BSM / Job 145-161 

11 June 22, 2000 Psalms, Proverbs 162-179 

12 June 29, 2000 Ecclesiastes / Song of Solomon 181-191 
 July 6, 2000 Break for Holiday*  

13 July 27, 2000 Introduction to Prophecy / Isaiah 192-206 

14 August 3, 2000 Jeremiah / Lamentations 207-221 

15 August 10, 2000 Ezekiel 222-229 

16 August 17, 2000 Daniel / Introduction to Minor Prophets 230-239 

17 August 24, 2000 Hosea / Joel / Amos 240-258 

18 August 31, 2000 Obadiah / Jonah / Micah 259-276 

19 Sept. 7, 2000 Nahum / Habakkuk / Zephaniah 277-293 

20 Sept. 14, 2000 Haggai/ Zechariah/ Malachi 294-312 

21 Sept. 21, 2000 Review / Close of the Old Testament 313-324 

*As you see fit, breaks in the schedule are appropriate for holidays in your particular country. 
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Bible Training Centre for Pastors (BTCP) 
Sample Schedule for Manual #3 New Testament Survey Class 

Name of Teacher 
Name of Church or Organization 

 
Length of Course (Start and End Date) 

Day and Time of Meeting (for example: Wednesday, 7:00 – 10:00 PM) 
 

Class Date Topic Pages 

1 October 19, 2000  Overview & Intro to the Gospels 8-28 

2 October 26, 2000 Matthew 29-40 

3  Nov. 2, 2000 Mark 41-48 

4 Nov. 9, 2000 Luke 49-60 

5 Nov. 16, 2000 John 60-74 

 Nov. 23, 2000 Break for Holiday*  

6 Nov. 30, 2000 Acts 75-88 

 Dec. 7 – 28 Break for Holiday*  

7 January 4, 2001 Romans 89-104 

8 January 11, 2001 
I Corinthians 

104-118 

9 January 18, 2001 II Corinthians 119-130 

10 January 25, 2001 Galatians 131-140 

11 February 1, 2001 Ephesians 141-150 

12 February 8, 2001 Philippians  151-160 

14 Feb. 15, 2001 Colossians 161-170 

15 Feb. 22, 2001 I & II Thessalonians 171-190 

16 March 1, 2001 I & II Timothy & Titus 191-222 

17 March 8, 2001 Philemon & Hebrews 223-244 

18 March 15, 2001 James 245-254 

19 March 22, 2001 I & II Peter 255-276 

20 March 29, 2001 I, II & III John & Jude 277-304 

21 April 5, 2001 Revelation 305-324 

22 April 12, 2001 Summary 325-330 

*As you see fit, breaks in the schedule are appropriate for holidays in your particular 
country. 
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Bible Training for Church Leadership (BTCL) 
Sample Schedule for Manual #5 Bible Doctrine Survey Class 

 
Name of Teacher 

Name of Church or Organization 
 

Length or Course (Start and End Date) 
Day and Time of Meeting (for example:  Wednesday, 7:00 – 10:00 PM) 

 
Class Date Topic Pages 

1 August 2, 2001 Intro and God – Theology Proper 30 – 88 
2 August 9, 2001 God Theology Proper, Continued  

3  August 16, 2001 The Bible – Bibliology 88 – 102 

4 August 23, 2001 The Bible – Bibliology, Continued  

5 August 30, 2001 Jesus Christ – Christology 102 – 142 

6 Sept. 6, 2001 Jesus Christ – Christology, Continued  

7 Sept. 13, 2001 The Holy Spirit – Pneumatology 143 – 160 

8 Sept. 20, 2001 The Holy Spirit – Pneumatology, Continued  

9 Sept. 27, 2001 Angels – Angelology 160 – 179 
10 October 4, 2001 Man – Anthropology 179 – 201 

11 October 11, 2001 Man –Anthropology, Continued  

12 October 18, 2001 Sin – Hamartiology 202 – 216 
13 October 25, 2001 Sin – Hamartiology, Continued  

14 Nov. 1, 2001 Salvation – Soteriology 217 – 240 

15 Nov. 8, 2001 Salvation – Soteriology, Continued  

16 Nov. 15, 2001 The Church – Ecclessiology  240 – 275 

 Nov. 22, 2001 Break for Holiday*  

18 Nov. 29, 2001 The Church – Ecclessiology, Continued  

19 Dec. 6, 2001 Future Things – Eschatology 275 – 311 

20 Dec. 13, 2001 Future Things – Eschatology, Continued  

 
*As you see fit, breaks in the schedule are appropriate for holidays in your particular country. 
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Sample Registration Form 
 

Article V. BTCP Registration Course #9 – Church History Survey 

 
Manual Fee: $ P ________  
 
Course Fee: $ P ________  
 
Total: $ P _______ Date Paid  ______________________  
 

OR I have taken this class and have the manual so no fee is required – initial ___________  
 

Please Note: This Class begins  _______________ (Date) 
 
Name  ____________________________________________________________________  
 
Address  __________________________________________________________________  
 
City  ______________________________ Province __________ Code  ________________  
 
Phone (day)  ________________________ (Evening)  _______________________________  
 
Cell _______________________________  
 
Fax  ______________________________ E-mail  _________________________________  
 
Past or Current Church Ministry Involvement:  ________________________________________  
 
 ________________________________________________________________________  
 
I desire to take the BTCP/BTCL Curriculum and I commit to faithfully attend and participate, 
 
This  __________ of  ____________________ ,  __________  
 
 _________________________________  
Signature 
 
Notes: 
Students must purchase a manual for each course prior to or at the first class meeting. Checks or money 
orders should be made payable to Crossing Cultures International (CCI). Students who retake a particular 
class only pay the class fee if they have previously paid for the course manual.  
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BIBLE DOCTRINE SURVEY, BTCL COURSE #5 
ROLL AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 

NAME OF COORDINATOR 
NAME OF CHURCH OR ORGANIZATION 

START AND END DATE 

Name 8/0
2 

8/0
9 

8/16 8/23 8/3
0 

9/0
6 

9/13 9/2
0 

9/27 10/4 10/11 10/18 10/25 11/1 11/8 11/15 11/29 12/6 12/13 Paid 

                      

1.                      

2.                      

3.                        

4.                      

5.                      

6.                      

7.                      

8.                      

9.                         

10.                      

11.                      

12.                      

13.                      

14.                      

15.                      
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Partnering with CCI Essentials 
In view of our mutually accountable relationship defined in the CCI Partnership 

Agreement you signed we would like to re-emphasize the following requirements for all 
Partners of CCI. 

Teachers 

1. Teachers must be trained according to CCI & BTCP Teacher Training Workshop 
guidelines. 

2. Classes should always be taught by a qualified teacher who has his own formal 
theological training or is a graduate of BTCP. (See Partnership Agreement for issues 
related to women and divorced men) 

3. For a BTCP or BTCL class containing men the teacher should always be a qualified 
man. Qualified women are always encouraged to lead a women’s BTCL class. 

4. Each person teaching a BTCP or BTCL class should be given a Program Summary 
Manual and have read at least the first 30 pages. This is their teacher’s handbook. It 
will also give them the outline of all ten courses so they can see what is covered in 
other courses. 

Manuals 

1. Each student should have and keep his own manual for each course. 
2. Each student should pay something for each manual. This will be determined by the 

local economy but will help to promote “ownership” and will filter out those coming 
“just because it is free”. 

3. Manuals should never be photocopied. All manuals should be obtained from a CCI 
representative unless otherwise agreed to in writing. 

Classes 

1. New classes in an area should typically be coordinated with any local CCI coordinator. 
2. In order to maintain the Teacher/Student interaction classes should not have over 25 

students. 
3. Students must begin with course #1 and proceed through the courses in order based 

on the guidelines for BTCP or BTCL. 
4. Students must attend at least 75% of each course in order to progress to the next 

course in the program. 

Reporting 

1. Reporting on classes must occur twice a year or new manuals are not shipped. 
2. CCI must be notified of new classes. 
3. Classes should not be begun in new countries unless you have consulted with CCI on 

what is already happening there. 

Translations 

1. No new translation of the BTCP manuals should be started without approval from the 
CCI Brandon, FL office. 

2. Translation projects must be coordinated with the CCI office as to costs, schedule, 
guidelines, etc. 
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3. All translated versions of the BTCP manuals remain the property of BTCP and may be 
used by other authorized ministries. 

Evaluation 

1. A CCI representative will meet with the partner at least two times a year. 
2. A CCI representative will visit each primary field/region at least once a year. 
3. Evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of the program must be carried out 

regularly. 
 
*If you have questions regarding any of these requirements please contact 

the Crossing Cultures International office at: 
235 W. Brandon Blvd. #610, Brandon FL 33511 

info@cciint.org 
www.crossingculturesint.org 

 

 

mailto:info@cciint.org
http://www.crossingculturesint.org/
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International Partnership Agreement 
 

with 
 

 Teacher Application 
 

 Shipping and Billing Form 
 

235 W. Brandon Blvd. #610, Brandon FL 33511 
 

dnelson@cciint.org 
 

mailto:dnelson@cciint.org
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In an effort to define the working relationship between CCI and _________________, 
the following constitutes their partnership agreement:  
 

The Purpose of Crossing Cultures is to glorify God by equipping 

nationals with comprehensive training for effective local church ministry, church planting 
efforts and cross cultural ministry. 
 

Crossing Cultures’s core values: 

 Bible Focused: The Scriptures as the main text of the curriculum and foundation of all 
we do (2 Tim. 3:16, 17; 2 Pet. 1:20-21) 

 Multiplication of leaders through life on life training (2 Tim. 2:2) 

 Local Church Based training that allows the national leader to remain in his ministry 
context (Eph. 3:10). 

 Affordable training for the nationals in their context (1 Cor. 9:12). 

 Discipleship relationships where trainers share their lives as well as the material (2 
Tim. 3:10-11) 

 Culturally relevant (contextualization): presenting the message in a culturally 
understandable way (Acts 17:22ff) 

 Christlike matured leaders is the goal of the training, not just information sharing or 
education (Luke 6:4). 

 

What Partners can expect from CCI: 
 
Use of the BTCP Curriculum 
 

CCI grants to _________________ the non-exclusive right to use the BTCP 
concept and curriculum to train national pastors and other leaders for church 
ministry. 

 

Partnership Agreement 235 W. Brandon Blvd. #610 
Brandon FL 33511 USA 

dnelson@ccint.org 

 

mailto:dnelson@ccint.org
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Provision of Manuals 
 

CCI will provide English or translated manuals (based on availability) to 
_________________ for the normal prices stipulated and in effect from time to 
time. _________________ will obtain all manuals whether in English or other 
languages directly from CCI by request through the CCI office unless otherwise agreed 
in writing. Allow at least 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. 

 
Teacher Training Workshop 
 

A CCI representative will conduct a two-day Teacher Trainer Workshop for the 
purpose of equipping those who will be teaching BTCP to use the curriculum. 
 

Translated Versions 
 

Any translation projects undertaken by _________________ will require the prior 
written permission of CCI and will be subject to the BTCP Translation Guidelines, 
which outline the requirements for translation and printing. 

 
Follow Up Conferences 
 

From time to time, CCI, along with ministry partners or sponsors, may conduct 
regional Conferences to provide an opportunity for further training and development 
for graduates, teachers, partners and other interested ministries as well as to provide 
for an evaluation of CCI’s impact and the graduates' effectiveness. All graduates will be 
invited and encouraged to attend. 

 
Evaluation and Assessment of Classes 
 

An approved CCI representative to insure the continuing quality and purity of BTCP 
will evaluate each existing class at least once. Additional evaluation will occur as 
possible. CCI Quality Control and Evaluation Forms are available for review. 
 

 

What Crossing Cultures International expects of its 
Partners: 
 
Use of Curriculum 

_________________ covenants and agrees to use the BTCP concept and 
curriculum only for its intended and agreed to purposes. This permission granted is 
only for specific training programs sponsored by _________________. No 
permission is granted for further distribution of the BTCP curriculum. Any other use 
of the BTCP concept or curriculum will require the prior written approval of CCI. 
Other subjects can be taught after BTCP is finished or can be coordinated with BTCP 
courses with prior written approval. 
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Use of NIV Study Bible 

Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, all English classes must use the NIV Study 
Bible, NASB Study Bible, NKJV or KJV Study Bible or ESV Study Bible and the ten 
BTCP Course Manuals only (Classes in languages where the NIV Study Bible is 
unavailable may select an available and appropriate Study Bible).  

BTCP and BTCL 

The primary goal of CCI is to provide training programs based on key scriptures such 
as 1 Corinthians 11 and 14; 1 Timothy 2 and 3; 2 Timothy 2:2; Titus 1 and 2.  

Training men as pastors is CCI’s priority. BTCP classes must include a significant 
percentage of the intended target group (pastors, lay pastors, elders, deacons, 
evangelists, church planters). Women may not be trained in a BTCP class in order to 
be pastors. 

BTCL (Bible Training for Church Leaders) classes may contain men and women. 
Women may be approved to teach a BTCL class where all students are women. Men 
who are divorced may be trained in BTCL classes but may not be trained in a BTCP 
class to be a pastor.  

The distinction between BTCP and BTCL classes is described in detail on p. 14-16 of 
the Program Summary Manual.  

 
Teacher Qualifications 
 

Teachers must be qualified, having actual teaching and/or pastoral experience and 
having completed at least some formal theological training, or have taken all 10 BTCP 
courses as a student and have been recommended to be a teacher. Any exceptions to 
these qualifications must receive CCI approval. 

 
Qualified women are encouraged to teach BTCL classes where all the students are 
women but may not teach a BTCP Class. 

 
All teachers must complete a CCI teacher application and must be in 
substantial agreement with the BTCP doctrinal statement in both belief 
and practice. 

 
Payment for Manuals 
 

_________________ agrees to pay current established prices for BTCP manuals 
ordered for its use.  How, in what amount, and by who the funding of classes, teachers, 
shipping, manuals, Bibles, and translation work is to be done should be established in 
writing. A CCI Shipping and Billing Form is to be completed as a part of this 
agreement.  
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Program Summary Manual 
 

The Program Summary Manual, when available in the appropriate language, must 
be provided to the ministry's coordinator and teachers. This manual serves as an 
ongoing resource guide for properly establishing and conducting BTCP and BTCL 
classes. 

 
Communication and Reports 
 

At least semi-annually and more frequently if requested, _________________ will 
provide to the CCI office or its field representative a summary report of classes being 
taught using the BTCP curriculum, their venue and the number of students taking 
each course. If reports are not supplied after a reasonable number of requests then the 
right to order manuals from CCI will be rescinded. 

 
Modification or Termination 
 

This "Partnership Agreement" can be modified at any time by an amendment signed 
by both parties, or it may be terminated at any time for any reason by either party 
upon the giving of 30 days prior written notice to the other. 

 
CCI and _________________ acknowledge and accept this agreement this _____ day 
of _____________, _______. 
 
 
 _____________________________   ___________________________  
(Signature)  (Signature) 

Name: _________________________  Name: _______________________  
(Print)  (Print) 

Title: _________________________  Title: ________________________  

Crossing Cultures International Ministry: _______________________  
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Teacher Application and 
Agreement 

235 W. Brandon Blvd. #6100 
Brandon FL 33511 

www.crossingculturesint.org  

 
1. Name:  _______________________________________________________  
 
 Address:  ______________________________________________________  
 
  ___________________________  Phone Number:  __________________  
 
2. Church or denominational affiliation  ___________________________________  
 
3. Bible college/seminary or other Bible training, education or degrees 
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
4. Pastoral or local church ministry experience  ______________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
5. Classroom or other teaching experience  _________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
6. Why do you desire to teach BTCP and what characteristics or abilities qualify you to teach? 
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
7. For what courses or period of time would you be available to teach? 
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 

http://www.crossingculturesint.org/
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8. Is there anything in your personal or spiritual life which would hinder your teaching or 
which has potential for a poor testimony, etc.? 

 
 < ___________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
9. Do you agree in substance with the CCI/BTCP Doctrinal Statement? 
 Please specify any areas of disagreement.  ________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
10. Do you agree to teach using only the NIV, NAS, KJV, NKJV, or ESV Study Bible and course 

manuals and to abide by the concept, philosophy and methodology of BTCP as outlined in 
the Program Summary Manual? 

 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
11. Please list 2 personal or professional references with names, addresses and phone 

numbers. 
 
 1. Name: ___________________________________________________  
 
 Address:  ______________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
 Telephone number:  ______________________________________________  
 
 2. Name: ___________________________________________________  
 
 Address:  ______________________________________________________  
 
 Telephone number:  ______________________________________________  
 
12. Is there anything else about you that CCI should know? 
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________  
 
 This ___________day of ___________ 200___. 
 
 Signed:   ______________________________________________________  
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Shipping and Billing Form 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Shipping Information 
 
Please provide a current address/location for manual shipments. The address CANNOT 
be a post office box. 
 
Receiver's Name:  ________________________________________________  

Organization:  __________________________________________________  

Street Address:  _________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________  

City:  __________________ State (if applicable): _______________________  

Country:  ________________ PIN or Zip Code:  _________________________  

Phone Number:  ___________ Fax Number:  ___________________________  

E-Mail:  _______________________________________________________  

 
 

Billing Information 

Please provide a current name and address for manual invoices and billing.  
 
Receiver's Name:  ________________________________________________  

Organization:  __________________________________________________  

Street Address:  _________________________________________________  

City:  __________________ Province:  ______________________________  

Country:  ________________ PIN or Zip Code:  _________________________  

Phone Number:  ___________ Fax Number:  ___________________________  

E-Mail:  _______________________________________________________  
 

235 W. Brandon Blvd. #610 
Brandon FL 33511 USA 

dnelson@ccint.org 

 

mailto:dnelson@ccint.org
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REPORT FORM 
 

In order to assess our effectiveness and outreach and give proper stewardship to 
the Lord, our board of directors and our donors, we ask that you give us a bi-annual 
report- in January and June. This is the information we are looking for. 
 
1. LOCATION 
2. TEACHER/PARTNER (YOUR ORGANIZATION) 
3. TYPE OF CLASS (BTCP OR BTCL) 
4. LANGUAGE (ENGLISH, SPANISH, ETC.) 
5. NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
6. STATUS (CURRENT, POSTPONED, GRADUATED, STOPPED) 
7. DATE STARTED 
8. PROJECTED GRADUATION DATE 
 
Send this information to the CCI email address. After giving a report on a new class, a 
numeric code will be assigned to this class. Please use this code in subsequent reports. 
When starting a new class, please report the class. 
 


